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ABSTRACT

1.

Quantitative assessment of Internet infrastructure resilience
requires an understanding of topological structure underlying the global Internet, at several granularities, e.g., network
(autonomous system), router, facility. In recent work we developed a methodology called constrained facility search
to infer the physical interconnection facility where an interconnection occurs among all possible candidates. This
method relies on publicly available data about the presence
of networks at different facilities, published IXP address blocks,
and traceroute measurements from publicly accessible measurement servers around the world to infer the technical approach used to establish an interconnection. A key insight
of this method is that inference of the technical approach
for an interconnection can sufficiently constrain the number
of candidate facilities such that it is often possible to identify the specific facility where a given interconnection occurs. But the method relies on public availability of data
related to IXes, facilities, and AS presence at those IXes.
This data tends to be more available in some regions of the
world than others, and in particular tends to be less available in the U.S. Thus, we undertake an effort to quantify
the U.S. coverage available from the best-known source of
Peering data, PeeringDB, and compare it to a newer source
of peering data (CloudScene) that has greater coverage of
U.S. interconnection facility infrastructure. We also consider a data set composed by merging information gathered
from PeeringDB and CloudScene during December 2016.1
We found that while the U.S. had 35% of the total catalogued facilities, only 25% of the inferred links were inside
or between U.S. facilities. This disparity may be because
intra-U.S.interconnections occur at private peering facilities
not cataloged in PeeringDB or CloudScene, or may derive
from artifacts of the method or the specific set of traceroutes
from which we inferred links. This information gap makes
it more challenging to apply the CFS mapping method to
infer geophysical locations of interconnections in the U.S.,
and thus to apply it to a study of U.S. Internet infrastructure
resilience. We release the data set and scripts to generate it
though DHS’ IMPACT program.

Most research use of Internet topology data today relies on maps at the AS granularity, both because they
are useful approximations for a variety of research [38,
34, 17, 21, 29], and because two public repositories
of inter-domain routing data allow construction of ASlevel graphs: RouteViews [10] and RIPE RIS [9]. Although these public data sources provide a reasonable
view of customer-provider relationships between networks, they miss a great deal of pervasive regional and
non-revenue-based peering activity, because such links
tend not to propagate via formal (paid) transit relationships, and thus cannot be observed by remote monitoring instrumentation [42, 15, 14, 32, 36, 33]. In particular, this kind of instrumentation does not typically
capture peering at Internet Exchanges (IXes), much of
which is not governed by a formal contract [41]. To
capture some of these stealthier links in the AS graph,
some studies have used other sources of interconnection
data, such as routing registries [26, 30] and traceroutes
specifically crafted to infer AS links at IXes [25, 11, 37].
In recent work [23], we developed a methodology called
constrained facility search (CFS) to infer the physical interconnection facility where an interconnection occurs
among all possible candidates. The method relies on
publicly available data about the presence of networks
at different facilities, known lists of address blocks used
by IXPs to support interconnection between ASes at
the IXPs, and large-scale traceroute measurement campaigns from servers around the world, to infer the technical approach used to establish an interconnection. A
key insight of this method is that inference of the technical approach for an interconnection sufficiently constrains the number of candidate facilities such that it
is often possible to identify the specific facility where
a given interconnection occurs. But the method relies
on public availability of data related to IXes, facilities,
and AS presence at those IXes. This data tends to be
more available in some regions of the world than others,
and in particular tends to be less available in the U.S.
Thus, we undertake an effort to quantify the U.S. coverage available from the best-known source of Peering
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data, PeeringDB, and compare it to a newer source of
peering data (CloudScene) that has greater coverage of
U.S. interconnection facility infrastructure.
We also analyze the data set composed by merging
information gathered from PeeringDB and CloudScene
during December 2016. We found that while the U.S.
had 35% of the total catalogued facilities, only 25% of
the inferred links were inside or between U.S. facilities.
This disparity may be because many domestic interconnections between networks occur at private peering
facilities not cataloged in PeeringDB or CloudScene, or
may derive from artifacts of the method or the specific
set of traceroutes from which we inferred links. This
information gap makes it more challenging to apply the
CFS mapping method to infer geophysical locations of
interconnections in the U.S., and thus to apply it to
the study of U.S. Internet infrastructure resilience. We
release the data set and scripts for this analysis.

2.

can interconnect their routers using the switch fabric.
At every IXP there is one or more (for redundancy)
high-end switches called core switches (the center switch
in Figure 1). IXPs partner with interconnection facilities in the city they operate and install access switches
there (switches at facilities 1 and 2 in Figure 1). These
switches connect via high bandwidth connections to the
core switches. In order to scale, some IXPs connect multiple access switches to back-haul switches. The backhaul switch then connects to the core switch. All IXP
members connected to the same access switch or backhaul switch exchange traffic locally if they peer; the
rest exchange traffic via the core switch. Thus, routers
owned by members of IXPs may be located at different
facilities associated with the same IXP [16].
Today, peering options available include the following.
Private Peering with Cross-connect: a crossconnect is a piece of circuit-switched network equipment
that physically connects the interfaces of two networks
at the interconnection facility. It can be either copper
or fiber with data speeds up to tens of Gbps. Crossconnects can be established between members that host
their network equipment in different facilities of the
same interconnection facility operator, if these facilities
are interconnected. The downside of a cross-connect is
operational overhead: it is largely a manual process to
establish, update, or replace them.
In some large facilities the number of cross-connects
is in the range of tens of thousands, e.g., Equinix reported 155K cross-connects across all its co-location
facilities, with more than 83K in the Americas alone
(March 2015) [6]. Cross-connects are installed by the
interconnection facilities but members of IXPs can order cross-connects via the IXP for partnered interconnection facilities, in some cases with a discount. For example DE-CIX in Frankfurt has facilitated more than
900 cross-connects as of February 2015 [5].
Public Peering: Public peering, also referred to as
public interconnect, is the establishment of peering connections between two members of an IXP via the IXP’s
switch fabric. IXPs are allocated IP prefix(es) and often an AS number by a Regional Internet Registry. The
IXP assigns an IP from this range to the IXP-facing
router interface of its IXP members to enable peering
over its switch fabric [12]. One way to establish connectivity between two ASes is to establish a direct BGP
session between two of their respective border routers.
Thus, if two IXP member ASes want to exchange traffic
via the IXP’s switching fabric, they establish a bi-lateral
BGP peering session at the IXP. An increasing number
of IXPs offer their members use of a route server to
establish multi-lateral peering to simplify public peering [24, 35]. With multi-lateral peering an IXP member establishes a single BGP session to the IXP’s route

BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY

(This section largely excerpted from Section 2 of [23].)
Interconnection is a collection of business practices
and technical mechanisms that allows individually managed networks (ASes) to exchange traffic. The two primary forms of interconnection are transit, when one AS
sells another ISP access to the global Internet, and peering, when two ISPs interconnect to exchange customer
traffic, although complicated relationships exist [19, 22].
Whether and how to interconnect requires careful consideration, and depends on traffic volume exchanged between the networks, their customer demographics, peering and security policies, and the cost to maintain the
interconnection [31].
Interconnection Facility: an interconnection facility is a physical location (a building or part of one) that
supports interconnection of networks. These facilities
lease secure space to customers who locate and operate network equipment there. They also provide power,
cooling, dedicated cabling to support different types of
network connection, real-time security monitoring, fire
protection, and in many cases administrative support.
Large companies such as Equinix [18], Telehouse [40],
Interxion [27] operate such facilities around the globe.
Smaller companies operate interconnection facilities in
a geographic region or a city. Most interconnection facilities are carrier-neutral, although some are operated
by carriers, e.g., Level 3. In large communication hubs,
such as in large cities, an interconnection facility operator may operate multiple facilities in the same city, and
connect them, so that networks participating at one facility can access networks at another facility in the same
city.
Internet Exchange Point: an Internet Exchange
Point (IXP) is a physical infrastructure composed of
layer-2 Ethernet switches where participating networks
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Figure 1: Interconnection facilities host routers of many different networks and partner with IXPs to support different
types of interconnection, including cross-connects (private peering with dedicated medium), public peering (peering
established over shared switching fabric), tethering (private peering using VLAN on shared switching fabric), and
remote peering (transport to IXP provided by reseller).
server and receives routes from other participants using
the route server. The advantage of public peering is
that by leasing one IXP port it is possible to exchange
traffic with potentially a large fraction of the IXP members [39].
Private Interconnects over IXP: An increasing
number of IXPs offer private interconnects over their
public switch fabric. This type of private peering is also
called tethering or IXP metro VLAN. With tethering, a
point-to-point virtual private line is established via the
already leased port to reach other members of the IXP
via a virtual local area network (VLAN), e.g., IEEE
802.1Q. Typically there is a setup cost. In some cases
this type of private interconnect enables members of an
IXP to privately reach networks located in other facilities where those members are not present, e.g., transit
providers or customers, or to privately connect their infrastructure across many facilities.
Remote Peering: Primarily larger IXPs, but also
some smaller ones, have agreements with partners, e.g.,
transport networks, to allow remote peering [13]. In
this case, the router of the remote peer can be located
anywhere in the world and connect to the IXP via an
Ethernet-over-MPLS connection. An advantage of remote peering is that it does not require maintaining
network equipment at the remote interconnection facilities. Approximately 20% (and growing) of AMS-IX
participants were connected this way [16] in 2013. Remote peering is also possible between a remote router
at the PoP of an ISP and a router present at an interconnection facility.

3.

(5) geolocation information; and (6) router alias resolution datasets. We used traceroutes collected from
CAIDA’s Archipelago [1] and RIPE NCC’s Atlas [8]
projects from 1-15 April 2017.2 We gathered IXP address prefixes from PeeringDB and Hurricane Electric’s
Internet Exchange Report [7] on 11 March 2017. We
identified the set of ASes present at each facility using
data from PeeringDB and CloudScene on 1 December
2016. For inferred AS routing relationships we used
CAIDA’s 1 April 2017 dataset [3]. We collected targeted
geolocation RTT measurements from RIPE NCC’s Atlas project from 6-10 May 2017. We mapped the geographic names from the IXP locations to coordinates
using the Geonames database [20] on 4 July 2017. We
used CAIDA’s April 2017 Internet Tool Data Kit (ITDK) [4]
to provide the IP address alias resolution information.
The released dataset – which we call the Interconnection Facilities 2017 Dataset [2] – includes four files:
1. facilities.json: maps a list of facilities to specific
geographic locations in the geonames.json file.
2. geonames.json: list of geographic locations downloaded from Geonames [20] on 4 July 2017.
3. asn-to-facilities.json: is a list of ASes found in each
facility, collated from PeeringDB and CloudScene files, derived similarly to the method described in the 2015 study [23]. We used data from
querying the PeeringDB and CloudScene databases
on 1 December 2016. The merged file contains
4,681 ASes and 3,424 facilities in 939 cities in 99
countries. Of these, 2104 ASes and 1220 facilities
are found in 364 U.S. cities.

OVERVIEW

4. mapped-links.json: a list of the inferred peering
connections Of the 30,961 inferred peering connections (AS links), 10,798 had at least one end
of that connection in a U.S. facility.

To create the data set of interconnection inferences,
the Constrained Facility Search (CFS) method requires:
(1) a collection of traceroutes; (2) address blocks known
to be used by specific IXPs; (3) AS presence in different facilities; (4) AS business relationships (inferred);
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(non-US)

facilities
ASes
links

1220
(2577) 2104
(20163) 10798
(2204)

US
cities
countries

Zayo Bandwidth (AS 6461), we inferred peers at approximately half the number of facilities as Level3. The
last three ranked in this top ten table peer at only two
facilities outside the U.S.

364
(98) 1

(575)

4.1

Table 1: Numbers of (non-U.S. and) U.S.-based facilities, ASes, AS links, cities, countries observed in PeeringDB and CloudScene collected on 1 December 2016.

An AS’s customer cone is the number of ASes that
the given AS announces to its peers and providers [28].
Since an AS only announces its customers and its customers’ customers to its peers and providers, this metric
reflects the number of ASes that AS has on net, i.e., the
number of ASes that directly or indirectly pay that AS
for transit. An AS’s customer cone rank is equal to the
number of ASes with more ASes in their customer cone.
So an AS rank of #0 is the highest, meaning that AS has
the largest number of ASes in its customer cone ASes
may share the same rank if they share the same number
of ASes in their customer cone. Unlike the ranking by
number of countries in which an AS has presence, we
calculate an AS’s customer cone rank considering all
ASes for which we have a customer cone value, not simply those that appear in the AS-to-facilities database.

U.S.
CloudScene
28
(981) 814

(non-U.S.)

PeeringDB
(1163) 378

(60)

Table 2: Of the IX facilities that appear in either PeeringDB or CloudScene data on 1 December 2016. approximately 57% (1163) of non-U.S. IX facilities appeared only in PeeringDB and 981 appeared exclusively
in CloudScene. In terms of the U.S. IX facilities in either data set, approximately 66.7% (814) of U.S. IX
facilities appeared only in CloudScene; and 31% (378)
appeared only in the CloudScene data. This contrast
is interesting given that PeeringDB was founded and is
hosted in the U.S., while CloudScene was founded and
is hosted in Australia.

4.2

HIGHLY CONNECTED AUTONOMOUS
SYSTEM NETWORKS (ASN)

Table 4 shows the top ten ASes by the number of
U.S. facilities our data set indicates they used to interconnect with other networks during the data collection
window. Level 3 (AS 3356) peers at the largest number of facilities; the AS ranked second by this metric,

country
US
GB
DE
FR
AU
NL
CA
BR
IT

num. of
facilities
1220
262
224
172
157
154
87
62
61

IN
JP
CH
PL
HK
RU
SE
NZ
AT
SG
IE

57
56
55
50
50
49
42
42
38
37
35

ES
BE
FI
UA
CZ
ZA
DK
NO
CN
LU
BG

Global diversity in connectivity

Our data set is incomplete to an unknown degree, but
we nonetheless explore how to analyze global diversity
based on this type of compilation of data.
The rightmost column of Table 4 lists the number of
countries in which the AS interconnects in at least one
facility. The AS’s country rank is equal to the number
of ASes with more countries with the facilities in our
dataset.
Per our compiled data set, Level 3 has the largest
number of facilities and ASes in its customer cone. Only
4 other ASes interconnect in facilities in more countries.
Cogent has the second largest customer cone and is in
the second largest number of countries. This global diversity also appears in the ratio of international (nonU.S.) vs. national facilities. For example, 68% of the
facilities where our data set reveals Level 3 peering presence are located in the U.S., while for Cogent this ratio is 47%. XO (AS 2828) has presence in the third
largest number of U.S. facilities, but peers at only 8
non-U.S. facilities.
Figure 2 shows the geographic locations of facilities
for Level 3 (AS 3356), AT&T (AS 7018), and Google
(AS 15169). The most interesting contrast is between
two transit providers, Level 3 and AT&T, and their
common content provider, Google. Facility concentration of Level 3 and AT&T appears similar, with higher
density on the East and West coasts, while Google has
few and more evenly distributed facilities across the
country.

Table 3 shows that the U.S. has by far the largest
number of facilities that appear in this data set, with
1220, 35% of the total catalogued facilities. The U.S.
has more facilities than the next 7 other countries combined. The next largest IX infrastructure hosting country, Great Britain, has only 1/5th the number of facilities of the United States.

4.

AS customer cones

34
28
26
25
22
21
20
18
16
16
16

5.

Table 3: Top 28 countries by number of facilities.
4

FACILITIES

U.S.
rank
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

U.S. #global rank
links
cone asn countries
(70) 33 #68
32171 #0
30 #5
(39) 189 #36
4306 #12
13 #20
(81) 5 #76
4929 #10
7 #26
(54) 11 #95
3055 #20
18 #15
(85) 40 #58
15492 #5
28 #7
(3) 15 #141
4533 #11
14 #19
(147) 50 #44
24414 #1
36 #1
(0) 12 #147
29 #246
4 #29
(0) 7 #152
2511 #23
3 #30
(0) 20 #139
846 #49
4 #29

(non-U.S.)

AS
3356 Level 3
6461 Zayo Bandwidth
2828 XO
7018 AT&T Services
6762 TELECOM ITALIA
209 Qwest
174 Cogent
4323 Telecom Holdings
7922 Comcast
7843 Time Warner

facilities
(243) 500 #0
(141) 267 #2
(8) 265 #6
(38) 262 #4
(139) 245 #3
(44) 238 #5
(252) 217 #1
(3) 170 #10
(2) 144 #16
(3) 95 #25

Table 4: Top 10 ASes by number of facilities in the U.S. (that appear in this data set) at which they maintain
infrastructure. The fourth column is the number of inferred U.S. peering links. The fifth column is the number of
ASes in the AS’s customer cone, and its rank according to this metric. The sixth column is the number of countries
where our data set indicates the AS is present at one or more facilities. The global rank is set by the total number,
both non-U.S., and U.S. So ranking by global, instead of U.S., facilities would change Cogent’s rank from six to 1.

U.S.
rank
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#global rank

facility
Northwest Internet Exchange
Equinix Ashburn
Coresite La1 One Wilshire
Equinix Chicago
Westin Building Seattle
Verizon Miami
Equinix Palo Alto
Hurricane Electric Fremont 2
Digital Realty Chicago
The Pittock

ASes
1380 #0
270 #3
244 #4
202 #8
155 #11
147 #12
105 #18
56 #36
51 #40
48 #43

state
MT
GA
CA
OH
WA
OK
CA
CA
OH
CT

(a) Top 10 U.S.-based IX facilities ranked by the number of ASes
present there. The global rank is calculated including all facilities,
not just U.S.-based, and is equal to the number of facilities hosting
a larger number of ASes. So, Equinix Ashburn is ranked third by
number of ASes in the world, but first in the U.S.

U.S.
rank
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#global rank

facility
Northwest Internet Exchange
Equinix Ashburn
Equinix Chicago
Equinix Palo Alto
Coresite La1 One Wilshire
Equinix Seattle
Westin Building Seattle
Verizon Miami
Digital Realty Chicago
Coresite Sv1

links
5692 #0
1174 #6
733 #9
658 #10
546 #13
485 #14
407 #15
380 #17
175 #24
122 #28

state
MT
GA
OH
CA
CA
WA
WA
OK
OH
CA

(b) Top 10 U.S.-based IX facilities ranked by the number of inferred peering links. We calculate global rank including all facilities, not just U.S.-based; rank is equal to the number of facilities
with a larger number of inferred peering links. So, Equinix Ashburn is ranked 6 by number of observed peering links the world,
but first in the U.S.

Table 5: The Northwest Internet Exchange has the largest number of ASes and inferred peering links in the U.S.
and the world.

5

private

public

cross-connect
(661) 493
local
5487

(16521)

tethering
(1093) 511
remote
1342

(4853)

Table 6: Types of inferred peering links. Most links
were public; most of these public links were local.
Table 5a shows the top 10 U.S. facilities ranked by the
number of ASes they host as observed in our dataset.
Similar to other ranking metrics in this report, we rank
by the number of ASes that interconnect at more facilities than the ranked AS. In our data set, the Northwest
Internet Exchange hosted the largest number of ASes
(1295); it also had the largest number of facilities in the
U.S., which might reflect the low density of alternative
facilities in the central Midwest, as seen in figure 3b.
From Table 5b, we can see that the Northwest Internet
Exchange, in southern Montana, also had the largest
number of inferred peering links.
Figure 3a displays geographic locations of all facilities
in our database. Figure 3b shows that the largest cluster of facilities is around the highest population areas:
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, and New York. The
New York cluster further divides into Newark, Secausus,
and New York. Figure 3b and figure 3c show that areas
of high density in IX facilities are also high population
areas. The reverse is not true, with some high population areas such as Largo, Miami, Houston, Denver, and
Detroit without many IX facilities. This asymmetry
may be due to incompleteness in our dataset, or related
to how U.S. IX infrastructure has evolved.

6.

PEERING LINKS

Table 6 shows a breakdown of types of inferred peering links. The majority of inferred U.S. links were public, 87.2% of all U.S. links, and the majority of the public
links were inferred to be local, 80.3%. This fraction of
U.S. public links that were inferred to be local (80.3%)
was only slightly higher than the fraction of non-U.S.
public links that were inferred to be local (77.3%), suggesting similar patterns in use of IXP infrastructure,
for those ASes that use it). In contrast, inferred private U.S. links were roughly evenly split between crossconnect and tethering (top row of Table 6), while most
(62.3% of) non-U.S. links using private fabrics at IXPs
were inferred to be tethered links.
Table 7 shows the number of inferred peering links
found in each country, or in some cases between countries. The vast majority (96.6%) of inferred links are
domestic. While the U.S. has 35% of the total cataloged facilities, only 25% of the inferred links were inside or between U.S. facilities. This disparity may be

num. of
AU
country
links
RU
US
7701
SE
GB
4758 CH DE
DE
4694
CZ
CH
2855 CH NL
FR
2154
JP
NL
1968
IE
SG
1401
DK
CA
870
ES
HK
829
BG
number of national: 29895

484
RO
113
345 DE GB
85
301
ZA
77
268 CH FR
72
220
UA
71
219 CH GB
65
212
AT
63
199
DE US
57
154 DE NL
48
133
NL US
45
121 FR NL
43
international: 1066

Table 7: Number of inferred intra-country and intercountry links. For single countries listed, both the near
and far ends of the link are in the listed country. If two
countries are listed then the link is between those two
countries. Although the U.S. had a significantly higher
number of inferred intra-country links during the observation period over the country with the second highest
number of inferred intra-country links, (a 61% margin),
this margin was significantly less than that of the number of facilities. (The U.S. had approximately 6X as
many facilities as the U.K, per Table 3.)
because many domestic interconnections between networks occur at private peering facilities not cataloged
in PeeringDB or CloudScene, or may derive from artifacts of the method or the specific set of traceroutes
from which we inferred links.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The Constrained Facility Search method relies on publicly available data about the presence of networks at
different facilities, known lists of address blocks used
by IXPs to support interconnection between ASes at
the IXPs, and large-scale traceroute measurement campaigns from servers around the world, to infer the technical approach used to establish an interconnection. The
IXP data tends to be more available in Europe and Asia,
and tends to be less available in the U.S. Our initial investigation of this method revealed considerably more
interconnection in Europe than in the United States,
and we need to better understand the reasons for this
disparity.
Thus, we took a sample of PeeringDB and CloudScene data on 1 December 2016 to quantify the U.S. coverage available from these well-known sources of peering
data. We did find that CloudScene, although hosted in
Australia, provides considerable additional coverage of
U.S. networks, beyond PeeringDB’s coverage. The top
10 U.S. based IX facilities ranked by the number of ASes
present there, spread from rank 0 to 43 on a global scale.
However, considering the data set composed by merging
information gathered from PeeringDB and CloudScene,

we found that while the U.S. had 35% of the total cataloged facilities, only 25% of the inferred links were inside or between U.S. facilities. This disparity may be
because many domestic interconnections between networks occur at private peering facilities not cataloged in
PeeringDB or CloudScene, or may derive from artifacts
of the method or the specific set of traceroutes from
which we inferred links. This information gap makes
it more challenging to apply the CFS mapping method
to infer geophysical locations of interconnections in the
U.S., and thus to apply it to the study of U.S. Internet infrastructure resilience. We are in a dialogue with
CloudScene to enable more programmatic (automated)
access to their U.S. interconnection data since it would
provide a significant improvement in U.S. coverage over
the 2015 method [23] that used PeeringDB, PCH, and
scraping of IXP web sites. We release the data set and
scripts to generate it though DHS’ IMPACT program.
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3356 (Level 3)
(a) The blue dots represent facilities with Level 3.

7018 (AT&T)
(b) The green dots represent facilities with AT&T.

15169 (Google)
(c) The purple dots represent
9 facilities with Google.

Figure 2: Each dot shows the location of a U.S. facility. The most interesting contrast is between two transit
providers, Level 3 and AT&T, and their content provider, Google. Level 3 and AT&T have similar facility concentrations, with strong presence on the coasts, while Google has fewer facilities more more evenly distributed across
the U.S.

all facilities
(a) Red dots represent all U.S.-based facilities observed in our data set.

1

43

facility density
(b) Density heat map of number of facilities found in the U.S., with high density (43) locations
in red and low density (1) in purple. The areas of highest concentration of facilities are along
the coasts and Great Lakes.

100
8.2M
population density
(c) Density heat map of populations found in U.S.
10 cities. High population areas are red (8.2M)
; low population areas are purple (100).

Figure 3: Geographic views of U.S. facilities. There is generally correlation between population and facility density.

